Combining Classification Techniques With Kalman Filters for Aircraft Engine Diagnostics

A diagnostic method consisting of a combination of Kalman filters and Bayesian Belief Network (BBN) is presented. A soft-constrained Kalman filter uses a priori information derived by a BBN at each time step, to derive estimations of the unknown health parameters. The resulting algorithm has improved identification capability in comparison to the stand-alone Kalman filter. The paper focuses on a way of combining the information produced by the BBN with the Kalman filter. An extensive set of fault cases is used to test the method on a typical civil turbofan layout. The effectiveness of the method is thus demonstrated, and its advantages over individual constituent methods are presented. [DOI: 10.1115/1.2056507]

Introduction

Diagnostic methods employing statistical inference can be mainly categorized into regression methods and classification methods, depending on the way information is processed. In classification problems the task is to assign an input to one of a number of discrete classes or categories. However, in regression problems the outputs represent the values of continuous variables. Depending on the way information is processed, classification algorithms solve the same problem in a different way and, therefore, give a different kind of results. Although less accurate, classification algorithms are more reliable and usually more stable. Moreover, some classification algorithms allow some qualitative knowledge (i.e., user experience, some events that have been observed but cannot be modeled, etc.) to be introduced into the classification rule. Those characteristics make classification algorithms very complementary to regression algorithms. Some results of classification techniques applied to turbine engine diagnostic can be found in [9,10].

In [11], a physical state variable model is combined with a neural network model to improve the diagnostic of a turbine engine by including empirical knowledge. Although the present contribution uses a different method, the final scope is the same: to decrease the proportion of false alarms and to increase the proportion of fault detection by taking advantage of two different kinds of methods.

The approach presented in this contribution is based on a soft-constrained Kalman filter (SCKF) developed in [8] and a Bayesian Belief Network (BBN) developed in [9]. The principal diagnostic tool is the Kalman filter, which produces the estimations of the unknown health parameters. The estimation process incorporates information derived by the BBN—a fact that is shown to improve fault detection efficiency. A way of combining the two techniques is described in the following. For completeness, a brief description of the diagnostic problem and the structure of each of the two techniques is given first.

Problem Statement

The identification problem consists of recursively estimating a set of health parameters representing possible degradations of specific components (fan, high pressure turbine, etc.) on the basis of successive measurement samples performed on a turbine engine. A steady-state model of this engine must be made available for measurement simulation. This model is based on a set of health parameters \( \mathbf{w} \), engine operating point \( \mathbf{x} \), and command parameters \( \mathbf{u} \). The set of predicted measurements \( \hat{y}_k \) is generated through this nonlinear model \( \mathcal{G} \):

\[
\hat{y}_k = \mathcal{G}(\mathbf{u}_k, \mathbf{x}_k, \mathbf{w}_k)
\]

Health parameter identification is intended to solve the inverse problem of measurement prediction: inputs are the raw measurements \( \bar{y}_k \) and outputs are the health parameters \( \mathbf{w}_k \) to be estimated. The process starts with initial values for the health parameters \( \mathbf{w}_k \). Residuals are built as \( \bar{r}_k = \bar{y}_k - \hat{y}_k \) to compare predicted measurements \( \hat{y}_k \) to observed measurements \( \bar{y}_k \). Although classification
algorithms are aimed at associating a given class to each residuals \( r_k \), the purpose of regression algorithm is to fit health parameters to observed raw measurements \( \bar{y}_k \) and leads to drive residuals \( \bar{r}_k \) to zero. Regression problems are thus solved through the minimization of the following inner product, which is also known as the weighted least-squares approach where the weighting factor \( R_k \) is the residual covariance

\[
\mathcal{J} = \bar{r}_k^T R_k^{-1} \bar{r}_k
\]

(2)

Classification Techniques: BBN

The classification technique is a Bayesian Belief Network (BBN), presented in [9] (to which the interested reader is referred for more details). The structure of such a network, which will be employed later in the paper, is shown in Fig. 1. It includes 18 nodes representing deviations of 11 health parameters (\( \bar{w}_k \), and seven measurements (\( \bar{y}_k \)) for the test case of a turbofan engine.

The BBN is supported by an engine performance model. A set of measurement readings (\( \bar{y}_k \)) is preprocessed together with \( \bar{x}_k \) and \( \bar{u}_k \) to derive the deviation of the seven measurements from their nominal value. These deviations are presented to the BBN, from which the output probabilities \( P(\bar{w}_k) \) are estimated. Each output node produces the probability for a health parameter to belong to a certain interval, for example, to be around the value that represents a “healthy” component or to be away from this value for a fault condition. The output is thus an indication of what the most probable values of health parameters are, and from this information the stand-alone BBN derives a fault diagnosis.

Soft-Constrained Kalman Filters

The soft-constrained Kalman filter (SCKF) has a typical structure depicted in Fig. 2. Details on the specific SCKF employed here can be found in [8], where the development of this filter is described. A Kalman filter is a regression algorithm, meaning that its outputs are numerical values of health parameters. Differences between regression methods found in the literature reside in the update rule selected to minimize \( \mathcal{J} \) regarding \( \bar{w}_k \). Many methods found in the aircraft-engine diagnostic literature are batch methods where the whole set of available data is processed in one batch. In the case of non-linear engine performance model such an estimation involves the use of non-linear iterative optimization methods and the estimation is therefore called batch iterative. At the other hand, recursive procedures do not involve the batch processing of the full block of data but only a simple update of the parameters each time new data are available. Moreover, the updating scheme does not imply any optimization procedure. Generally speaking, the advantage of a recursive approach resides in the quick and simple update formula provided by those algorithms that is well suited for on-line estimation.

As outlined in Fig. 2, prior information is introduced into the identification loop. This is done through a penalizing term added to the objective function and favoring health parameters, which are in the neighborhood of predetermined values \( \bar{w}_{\text{prior}} \). This process is called ridge regression [12,13]. Because this prior information is assumed to be Gaussian, it is parametrized by its mean \( \bar{w}_{\text{prior}} \) and covariance matrix \( D \). Prior information on health parameters are assumed to be uncorrelated, and \( D \) is thus strictly diagonal. \( w_{k-1} \) is updated by combining \( \bar{w}_{\text{prior}} \) and current raw measurements \( \bar{y}_k \) to assess \( \bar{w}_k \). It is through \( \bar{w}_{\text{prior}} \) that coupling the BBN is achieved, as explained in the next section.

In Fig. 2, the engine operating point \( x_k \) is assumed to be known. In this contribution it is estimated using a Kalman filter together with an additional measurement set \( z_k \). The complete sequence is described in Fig. 3. A set of measurements together with the set of command parameters are preprocessed into a Kalman filter that estimates the operating point \( x_k \), which is used afterward in the health-parameter estimation.

Combining Classification Techniques to Kalman Filters

The flowchart of the procedure combining the Kalman filter and BBN is summarized in Fig. 4. Both the BBN and Kalman filter

![Fig. 1 Classification procedure using BBN](image1)
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![Fig. 4 Procedure followed to combine classification algorithm with Kalman filter](image4)
use the same preprocessing through operating-point estimation. It increases the measurement prediction accuracy for both algorithms. BBN results are fed into the SCKF as prior information to achieve the health-parameter estimation. The final outcome of the combination is the SCKF result called hereafter “results of the combination.”

The communication between a classification algorithm, such as the BBN, and a Kalman filter is not straightforward because they use different probability density functions. Although prior information needed by the Kalman filter has to be Gaussian, outputs of classification algorithms are the probabilities of a measurement set to belong to a specific class and, therefore, no probability density function is attached to the results. This situation is depicted in Fig. 5. Probabilities related to outputs of the classification algorithm are assumed to be piecewise constant and must be converted into a Gaussian one to be fed into the SCKF.

The problem of Fig. 5 underlines the more general situation where qualitative knowledge is to be compared to quantitative knowledge. This difference is usually sufficient to prevent the combination between classification techniques and regression techniques. The solution proposed herein is to preserve, as much as possible, the distribution of probability given by the BBN. If the BBN diagnoses that a given parameter belongs to a specific fault case with a probability of 100%, then this must appear in the Gaussian function fed into the Kalman filter by a small covariance. Conversely, if the BBN is unable to make a diagnostic, then the probability is spread on the whole set of possible categories; this must also appear in the Gaussian function fed into the Kalman filter by an important variance. The most efficient way to translate this knowledge is to go back to the definition of the mean \( \mu \) and the variance \( \sigma^2 \) of a given probability function \( p \):

\[
\mu = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} wp(w)dw
\]

\[
\sigma^2 = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} (w - \mu)^2 p(w)dw
\]

Applying relations (3) and (4) to the situation in Fig. 5 yields

\[
\mu = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \int_{w_i}^{w_{i+1}} \frac{P_i}{w_{i+1} - w_i} dw = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{P_i}{2}(w_i + w_{i+1})
\]

\[
\sigma^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \int_{w_i}^{w_{i+1}} (w - \mu)^2 \frac{P_i}{w_{i+1} - w_i} dw = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{P_i}{3}(w_i - \mu)^2 + (w_i - \mu)^2 + (w_{i+1} - \mu)(w_{i+1} - \mu)
\]

The mean and covariance needed by the Kalman filter are, respectively, built using relations (5) and (6). These are the key relations that allow the flow of information from BBN to SCKF.

Application of the Method

In order to show how the method achieves a diagnosis and “examine” its effectiveness, its application to a test case of a twin-spool mixed-flow turbofan is presented. This type of engine is representative of current-day civil aircraft propulsors. The particular engine layout chosen is shown in Fig. 6. This engine and fault cases examined has been used as a test case by several previously published diagnostic methods (e.g., [5,7–9]). It can therefore be considered as a benchmark case. The available sensors with their accuracies and the set of 11 health parameters representing some degradations of specific components (fan, high pressure turbine, etc.) are shown in Fig. 6.

An extensive set of faults, shown in Table 2, representative of possible situations expected to be encountered in practice, defined
Different types of faults are considered by involving one or more health parameters of a component.

A steady-state model of this engine is also employed [15] to simulate the measurements $\mathbf{y}_k$ given:

1. set of command parameters $\mathbf{u}_k$
2. operating point $\mathbf{x}_k$
3. health parameters $\mathbf{w}_k$

Simulated measurements have been generated using the steady-state engine model during a cruise flight (ALT=10,800 m, M =0.82, DTAMB=0 K). Data sequences are generated with a duration of 5000 s with a data acquisition rate of 2 Hz. Profile of simulated faults is a steep fault with amplitude defined in Table 2 occurring at $t=500$ s followed by a slow drift of the same fault occurring at $t=2500$ s. In this way, the behavior of the method for both abrupt faults and gradual deteriorations is examined.

The time evolution of estimated health parameters will first be presented to show how the method traces their changes, abrupt or gradual. Representative test cases are chosen to demonstrate that the combined method performs better, not only when both constituents point to the same kind of answer, but also when the results of each method alone are different. Three such situations are chosen to be presented:

1. a fault on the high-pressure compressor (fault case c), which is solved by the Kalman filter, but not by the BBN
2. an LPT flow-capacity fault (case k), which is not solved by the Kalman filter but is solved by the BBN
3. an LPT fault involving two health parameters where none of the algorithms find the solution

**HPC Fault: Case c.** This case is dedicated to demonstrate the stability of the combination between the BBN and the Kalman filter. Both algorithms have been separately run on the same data set. The upper graph in Fig. 7 shows results of the diagnostic using the Kalman filter alone. It compares actual values of health parameter related to the high-pressure compressor (dotted lines) to identified values. Identified values are close to actual ones, showing that the identification is effective. No spreading of the fault is observed on the high-pressure turbine (not shown in the figure) nor on the fan and the low-pressure compressor. The lower graph in Fig. 7 shows similar results given by the BBN. Values in the ordinate of this graph are the corresponding mean computed by relation (5). As long as the fault is of small magnitude, namely, for

$\sim4000$ s, the BBN produces a wrong diagnosis of an LPC fault (SE2). Only for the last period of the interval, when the deviation magnitude becomes larger, is the correct component indicated.

Results of the combined method are summarized in Fig. 8 showing that the fault is still correctly located by the Kalman filter. This demonstrates that the combined algorithm is not simply a weighted mean of Kalman filter and BBN results. It seems that the SCKF estimation is robust enough not to be perturbed by BBN information.

**LPT Faults: Cases k and l.** Test case k involves only one health parameter: the flow capacity of the low-pressure turbine (SW49R). This case is solved by the BBN but not by the Kalman filter. This situation is summarized in the upper graph in Fig. 9, which shows results for the turbine and the nozzle using the SCKF alone. Identified health parameters SW49R, SE49, as well as SE41 are detected faulty far from the actual values (dotted lines). Conversely, the BBN is able to locate the fault. The lower graph in Fig. 9 indicates that the parameter SW49R is low: mean values of SW49R are around $-1\%$, which is close to the actual value. All other parameters are assigned to their nominal value indicating that the isolation is correct.

The following results (Fig. 10) highlight the benefit of the combination also for the BBN. Identified values related to SW49R are close to the actual one, whereas the one related to SE41 and SE49 remain close to nominal values. In this case the SCKF is driven by the BBN to the correct solution.

As another illustration of this, Fig. 11 shows the results of the test case l where both SW49R and SE49 are involved in the component fault. Values derived by the SCKF alone for SW49R and SE49 remain far from the actual ones, and the difference is spread on the other parameters (SW41R and SE41). The fault is correctly located, but its magnitude is not accurately determined. The combined algorithm identification is far more accurate. The fault is not only located correctly but also accurately assessed.
LPT Fault: Case j. Because no interturbine measurement is available, case j is by far the most difficult one. This case is not solved by the BBN nor the SCKF, which is represented in Fig. 12 where values of SW49R, SE49, and SE41 identified by the SCKF remain far from actual values. Therefore, both low- and high-pressure turbines are detected as faulty. The same kind of results are obtained using the BBN where SW49R and SW41R are classified as faulty, while the fault related to SE49 is not detected. Although identified values of SW49R and SE49 are closer to the actual ones, the fault remains poorly located. SE41 is below −0.3%, and the high-pressure turbine also looks defective.

Diagnostic Effectiveness Overview. In order to illustrate the capabilities of the method, application results related to a number of different fault cases are shown. Table 3 compares the results of the soft-constrained Kalman filter (SCKF) alone to the combination of the SCKF with the BBN. This table shows maximum absolute value of biases $\Delta w_k$ achieved by both methods after 4900 measurement samples are observed, which represents an image of the asymptotic efficiency of the method.

$$\Delta w_k = 100 \frac{w_k^{\text{actual}} - w_k^{\text{nominal}}}{w_k^{\text{nominal}}}$$

Values of $\Delta w_k$ around 0.25% are considered acceptable. The main conclusion of these results is that the combination especially improves results of the Kalman filter in test cases j, k, and l related to the low-pressure turbine.

Discussion

The present recursive method allows one to identify component faults based on associated measurement deviations whose amplitude is around the standard deviation of measurement noise. The signal-to-noise ratio mainly affects the identification process in terms of convergence speed. The dependency of the convergence speed on the measurement noise level is illustrated in Fig. 14. Crosses represent the relative increase of time required to accumulate enough data samples as needed to converge to the asymptotic solution. The crosses compare well to the theoretical results.
predicates (plain line), which states that the number of data samples required to obtain a given accuracy must increase as a quadratic function of the noise level. Indeed, more accurate measurements (less noise) mean more adaptability (since the Kalman gain $K$ is higher), an improved tracking capability, and, therefore, an increased convergence speed.

Moreover, systematic calculations have shown that the final diagnostic (asymptotic solution) is only slightly affected by the level of noise in the measurements. Besides these effects of the noise level, the nonobservability of some parameters can lead to a false diagnostic even though the noise level is strongly reduced.

With the set of seven available measurements, those results are the most meaningful that can be obtained with the combined algorithm. In order to obtain a better location of the fault, additional knowledge must be made available. In [8], two additional measurements are considered: $P_{26}$ and $P_{49}$. Although this solution is ideal because it provides the best results, those two measurements may not be available. In a test bench configuration it may happen that some other measurements are available (i.e., vibrations, some measurements about the lubrication system, etc.) but are unlikely to be predicted based on the health parameters since they do not appear in the model. This underlines the weakness of the Kalman filter for which a model has to be available. Any qualitative knowledge is very difficult to include in the identification procedure.

The combined method proposed in the present paper allows the inclusion of additional information from sources other than modeled measurements (information fusion). It can thus produce results that would have been possible for the Kalman filter only with additional gas path measurements. This point is demonstrated by considering again case $j$, but assuming now that some additional information exists, such as historical records and related statistics.

The following test case assumes that such additional knowledge favors a fault on the low-pressure turbine. The BBN is modified by tuning the a priori knowledge about the health parameters (see [9] for the detailed procedure) to make a fault on the low-pressure turbine more likely to occur.

Results using this “modified” BBN are shown in Fig. 15. A fault on $SE_{49}$ is now detected in addition to the one related to $SW_{49}$. Results of the combined algorithm (lower graph in Fig. 15) are far better: $SW_{49}$ as well as $SE_{49}$ converge to their actual value, while $SE_{41}$ is closer to its true value. Finally (after 2500 s), the detection is effective and the health parameters are accurately assessed. The diagnosis is effective and allows a more reliable decision.

**Conclusions**

A new methodology combining classification methods and regression methods has been developed in order to benefit of their mutual advantages. This combination has been tested on cases representative of a real-life application to underline the gain in stability and accuracy that can be achieved. The number of undetected faults are lowered and false alarms are avoided (Table 4) when compared to regression or classification methods working separately.

The estimation of the combined algorithm allows a more reliable detection of component faults but also achieves a better accuracy and a better fault isolation by lowering the spread of the fault on several parameters (“smearing effect”).

Besides the improvements in accuracy and stability, this kind of method allows information or sensor fusion, which is a very important field of research for future works. The key advantage of combining methods is that it replaces the problem of comparing classification techniques to regression techniques by the problem of choosing which information they can share.
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**Nomenclature**

BBN = Bayesian Belief Network

---

**Fig. 14** Influence of the measurement noise level on the convergence speed

**Fig. 15** Identification results of BBN alone (upper figure) and combined method (lower figure) for LPT fault case $j$ (dotted lines refer to actual values)
\[ D = \text{covariance matrix of } w_{\text{prior}} \]
\[ G = \text{nonlinear engine performance model} \]
\[ k = \text{time index (discrete time)} \]
\[ KF = \text{Kalman filter} \]
\[ r_k = \text{residuals on raw measurements} \]
\[ R_{ij} = \text{covariance matrix of } r_k \]
\[ SCKF = \text{soft-constrained Kalman filter} \]
\[ t = \text{time} \]
\[ u_k = \text{command parameters} \]
\[ w_k = \text{engine health parameters} \]
\[ w_{\text{prior}} = \text{a priori value of health parameters} \]
\[ x_k = \text{estimated engine health parameters} \]
\[ y_k = \text{raw measurements from data acquisition system} \]
\[ y_k = \text{raw measurements } y_k \text{ from data acquisition system} \]
\[ z_k = \text{measurements involved in operating point estimation} \]
\[ z_k = \text{measurements involved in operating point estimation} \]
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